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Choice
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Rise

Fresh Perspective
Vision Reset
Begin Detox

Old Company
Old Habits
Old Self

Inner Healing
Renewed Mind
Love (God and
Others)

Identity as Child of God
Self Acceptance
Invest

Victory
Voice
Vulnerability
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Your Path to Purpose

Choice

Relocate

Release

Receive

Recognize

Rise

Fresh Perspective, Vision Reset, Begin Detox

Old Company, Old Habits, Old Self

Inner Healing, Renewed Mind, Love 

Accept, Enjoy, Invest

Victory, Voice, Vulnerability

As you own the truth of who you are as a Child of God, you begin to step into who you were made to
be as a Warrior. This process is much like the re-forging of an ancient weapon.  Operating from a
perspective of victory, you release your voice in vulnerabiltiy. This is not weaknes, but strength.

Breakthrough always begins with a choice to leave the past behind and follow Jesus.

The spiral in this blueprint is not a downward spiral but an upward spiral toward Jesus, our True North.

Milestones are a navigational tool. Use them to get your bearings and stay on course.

As major as a move to another country or as simple as a walk in the woods, new vision needs new
perspective, which comes from a fresh location.

When you change direction and spiral inward and upward toward Jesus, some things, some people,
and some parts of you will not be able to join you there.  Release them to Jesus.

Anytime we release things to Jesus, He always gives more in return.  He is ready to restore all that was
lost, beginning with healing your heart. 

You are beautifully and wonderfully made. You were masterfully designed, and intentionally given your
exact gifts. You are good soil worth investing in. True humility is right alighment with God's view of you. 

Breakthrough is not linear, but a rhythmic cycle. When we keep our eyes on Jesus, we stay on course.
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